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1 Introduction

The Internet has changed the way many aspects of society work. From communications to business,

the economy or marketing, all have undergone a change from the initial, most classical approach

to a newer, more modern version in which technology has improved or even revolutionized the way

these aspects used to work.

There is, however, a very basic human activity that has barely changed since the conception

of its most actual model: The education system. The current educational model was designed

during the industrial revolution around the middle of the XIX century and has changed little

since. The system has long worked by having a person with the knowledge to be passed as a

teacher or professor, standing in a room where a group of people named the students would take

the knowledge being passed to them by means of a blackboard or speech.

This system is still standing nowadays in most schools and universities across the globe, system

which has taken very few improvements from the technology that surrounds us and the possibilities

the Internet offers.

It was not until the early 2000’s that the model would start to shift. Educational centers started

to look for alternatives to the usual teaching paradigm and ways to improve and reach across more

and more students in search of not only economic reasons, but the social opportunities it would

bring to society. This is when MOOCs were born.

MOOCs or Massive open online courses are a fairly recent approach to education, in which any

user can sign up for a course that has been split into sections, each explained in its entirety on the

Internet, with most of them having no traditional classes included in the course and rather, being

generally separated into two important aspects: The lessons and the exercises.

One of the early founders of massive online teaching was Khan Academy, started back in 2006

with Salman Khan as its only member and has since grown at gigantic steps, surpassing any other

educational YouTube channel in views and thousands of users every day learning and taking courses

on any subject available.

Salman released in mid-2011 an open source engine, capable of transforming an HTML file with

a specific set of rules into a fully functional exercise, in which each student would get the chance to

exercise not only on simple arithmetic, but with the help of its powerful engine, graphing calculus

geometry and a wide range of exercise types, each with a different set of values for each student,

making each exercise unique. These exercises in question were sometimes a little too complex to

be understood by professors with no programming background, as learning the basics and use of

not only HTML, but JavaScript as well, would prove sometimes too troublesome for the potential

rewards, that is when Genghis’ authoring tool would prove useful in aiding professors in this effort.

The idea behind the Genghis authoring tool was to create a simple application that professors,

or any user without technical knowledge could use to make Khan Academy styled exercises, to

use in their open source engine, together with assisting professors in preparing the test MOOC

that was to take place in mid-August, where new freshmen would join UC3M in the beginning
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courses (a.k.a. “Cursos cero“) where they would learn and review the basic knowledge required to

successfully starting their degrees.

2 State of the art

The Khan Academy exercise module was released in mid-2011 and was composed of a set of files

that would process a specific HTML structure in order to form a complete Khan Academy exercise.

These exercises had the characteristic of being dynamic, as the variables used in the exercises could

be set to randomize over an interval, rendering a different solution each time a student access the

exercise. It was this characteristics and the capability to offer hints to exercises at the student’s

request that made this module an extremely versatile one and the reason it was chosen at UC3M

for the MOOC courses.

Alternatively, there are other authoring tools available to the public, such as eXe, Adobe

Captivate or CourseLab.

eXe is a downloadable tool with the necessary elements to create several forms of exercises like

multiple choice, fill in the blank or multiple select and export these exercises to several formats.

eXe exercises are created following a series of steps: the outline of the exercise and their context,

the iDevices which are templates of various forms of exercises and assessments, and the authoring,

where the user gets to edit the templates to their needs.

Adobe Captivate is a platform meant to create multi-device, responsive e-learning tools and

exercises. This non-free tool is oriented to the creation of presentations. Its authoring tool allows

the user to create a series of slides on which he can select what is known as a “quiz slide“ on

which he can add question in several formats and finally export the exercise to various e-learning

markups.

Much like Adobe Captivate, CourseLab is a tool focused on making slide-like presentations

and exercises. The interface is very similar to the latest versions of Microsoft Office Power Point

and offers a variety of options and possibilities, ranging from Flash, Shockwave and Java Applet

embedding to the creation of various forms of assessment, allowing the user to export the exercises.

As it was mentioned before, Khan Academy uses a specific markup for their exercises that is fed

to the engine to produce a fully complete HTML exercise in Khan Academy style. This, however

is not the only nor the first standard for learning management systems (LMS): Other markups

such as SCORM or IMS Question & Test Interoperability are a set of specifications designed with

the purpose of creating standard for all tests and result data from authoring tools and LMS to be

authored interchangeably from one system to another.

The standard is set in a non-HTML markup language, hence it resembles very little similarities

with those exercises of Khan Academy.
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3 Design

To achieve the Genghis authoring tool’s goals to make a simple, efficient tool to generate Khan

Academy-styled exercises, it was decided that the following were absolutely necessary features:

• As many page elements as possible should be grouped on the same view, without cluttering

the page excessively.

• A way for users to sort and organize their exercises.

• Some form of exercise preview.

• A way to export the finished exercises.

All of these with the idea of making the tool very simple to use for every professor.

Despite being the core ideas, the design process also had to go over certain elements of the

back end and technical aspects, which were also a very important part of the creation and design

process, as efficiency is usually a factor in the overall user experience of the end user. These factors

were:

• Authentication possibilities: Initially thought to be as modular as possible for easy adapta-

tion, it was left aside for the beta version and later adapted to the university’s LDAP.

• Management view: The structure of the Cursos Cero required the use of a management

view from which professors could access, sort and organize the exercises into their respective

courses.

• Environment in which the application would be developed.

– Data persistence and consistency: A MySQL database was set up to store all the data

and information form the exercises.

– Server-side: The back-end was initially thought to be either Ruby on Rails or Laravel,

but previous experience with PHP led the team to work with a custom PHP MVC and

later adapt it to Laravel.

– Client-side: Front-end-wise, the Genghis authoring tool would use jQuery, jQuery UI

and the Twitter Bootstrap’s libraries for their simple access to JavaScript components.

4 Development and evaluation

The Genghis architecture would consist on 3 machines and a Git repository, one development

machine for the creation and editing of the various parts of the tool, which would be uploaded and

kept in a remote Git repository for version control. Git would also serve the purpose of deployment
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tool, as a simple pull from the master branch would deploy the latest, most stable code on the

second machine: the debug environment, from which interested parties could access a stable but

not yet finished version of the code.

Finally, after the QA process, the authoring tool would be deployed in the third and last

machine: the production environment, from which end users would be able to access the final

product.

Two databases were used for this architecture: one for development and debug and one for

release, so testing and QA could not affect the final end user experience. These databases were

identical in composition: they contained what would become the models of the Genghis authoring

tool:

1. Variable: A variable would be an object assigned to an exercise and would hold various

information relating to it, such as name and range.

2. Hint: Like a variable, it would be assigned to an exercise and would be mostly composed of

the hint’s text.

3. Exercise: The exercise itself, would hold all its information, including statement and author.

Once the models were created, the Views were created by using the grid system in the Twitter

Bootstrap, as well as jQuery UI elements such as the tabs. This greatly sped up the process and

allowed simple organization of rows and columns in the views.

As for the controllers, these were split into four separate elements, each serving their own,

specific purpose:

1. Variable edition and handling: This controller was in charge of creating, deleting and

editing variables, first validating the input just in case something was go wrong or any input

was tampered with during request.

2. Hint edition and handling: The hint controller was designed to be very similar to the

variable controller: the creation, deletion and editing of the various hints created for the

exercises.

3. Parser: The parser was the controller in charge of taking the exercise’s parameters, variables

and hints and turning them into Khan Academy styled HTML. For this task, an XML builder

named SimpleXML was used to efficiently create the markup.

4. Exercise controller: In charge of the edition and handling of the complete exercise: title,

statement and solution, together with other data such as author or course.

Finally, TinyMCE was used as a WYSIWYG editor for quick and simple exercise styling,

together with a custom LaTeX editor for formulas.

A final version of the tool is shown in figure 1
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Figure 1: Final design

5 Deployment and evaluation

After the development process was considered finished, the tool had to undergo an extensive quality

assurance process, in which several bugs were found that would affect negatively the user experience

of using the tool. The use of an issue tracker and prompt response form the development team

allowed for a quick fix for all of the bugs that had been discovered and permitted the tool to be

deployed in production environment.

There was, however, another step to be done before the final release: the subject on integrating

with the GEL platform, the environment on which Genghis will run. This platform was also in

charge of the authentication of users, as well as the upload of videos under the corporate UC3M

YouTube account, so all professors could send their videos to YouTube through the YouTube API.

The development of the GEL platform sent our team a set of session parameters from which

the authoring tool could get the authenticated user from the university’s LDAP. Although not

ideal, the token was passed along in the session to the controllers from which the tool could store

the author and display the exercises that user had already made. A simple matter of adapting

the controller and views for the inclusion of the author was easy enough, since the model and the

database were already prepared for this.

Once the deployment phase was over and the Genghis authoring tool was set up, the team

set up a small group of professors for an initial testing phase, who would test the tool with 27

real life exercises. From this experience, the development team was able to gather important
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feedback and a small evaluation of the tool that allowed for the discovery of unknown bugs and the

addition of extra features professors needed or thought as an useful improvement to the interface or

functionality, such as breadcrumbs, minor tweaks in the editor and the addition of extra formulas

and operands to the tool.

Once finished, all the exercises were moved to the production Khan Academy server set up for

the Curso cero, where students would be able to access the exercises and courses once signed up

and the credentials were managed and sent to the corresponding user.

6 Conclusions and future work

The first and most important conclusion that can be drawn from this project is that Genghis and

its authoring tool is a working web application that has helped professors make dozens of exercises

at the University for the Massively online open courses taking place.

The methodology used for version control and debug and release server were optimal and worked

perfectly, the custom MVC pattern used served its purpose, although, as previously mentioned,

the use of a framework will most likely help in the efficiency and avoid some code redundancy,

specially with object mapping, front end engines and route resources, like the ones offered in the

Laravel framework.

There were, however, some limitations to the Genghis authoring tool that could be added in

future versions and greatly improve its versatility and usability, such as:

• The presented version of the tool could only make Fill-in-the-blank exercises.

• Exercises could only be managed by a single person at a time, meaning concurrent editing

was not possible without race conditions.

• The LaTeX module turned to actual LaTeX during edition, leading to possible confusion for

people not familiar with the language.

• Limited number of operations in the solution box.

These are taken into account and are being currently approached and solved for the future

version of the Genghis authoring tool, together with other changes such as the inclusion of an

ORM for simple model mapping, using Laravel’s Eloquent ORM builder, a more manageable

authentication setup, a front-end engine, bundling of JavaScript files and increases security through

SSL and Anti-forgery tokens.
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